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PXPyP

e Introduction
1 FreeLiealgebra
2 Primitive elements

e Thegoal of this note is toprovepart3 ofThm inSec 1.2of
Lecto if I is acharacteristicp field A is an associative unital

F algebra xyEA
then ay

PxDyp is a liepolynomial in xy that
is universal independent of xy A

Example p 2 ay xy'sxytyx xy
p 3 xtyp x y x'ytxyxtyktxytyxytyx lx.lyItCyCyxD

Ourstrategy is as follows
P we introducethefreeLiealgebra onthealphabet xi.ie I

Theuniversal enveloping algebra ofthis lie algebra is the free
associativealgebra Ourproblem becomes to show that for thefree lie

algebra I w generators xy the element ayPxpyP of Uh f xy
is in 4 This is SectionP
2 Wehave ay

P xpyPEU4sp For an arbitraryLiealgebra
g ever I g is recovered inside Ulogsp asthesubspace ofprimitive
elements This is Section2
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1 FreeLiealgebras
Theconstruction Pick an alphabet Xi ie I Considerthefree

Nonassoc've I algebraFree it's basis consists offinitebracketed
monomials in thealphabet Xi e.g xx x X xx andthe
product of basiselements isgiven by a b a 16
Thefree lie algebra 1 is thequotient of Free bythe 2sided
ideal spanned by theelements a a Ca63,4 16Cc at LeLe63

for abc eFree It's universalproperty for all lie algebras g
and elements aieg.ie I I Lie algebra homomorphism C og w

Xi Tai
Now wedescribe U E

Lemma Wehave anassociativealgebra isomorphism U lil 5 xpie
thefreeassociative algebra w Xie Xi
Proof Togive a homomorphism UCI 5 xi ofassociative
algebras is the same as togive a homomorphism C F xp ofLie
algebras Now we use theuniversalproperty of 1 andgetthe
unique homomorphism UE 5 xp w Xitaxi The homomorphism

in the oppositedirection comesfrom theuniversalpropertyof f xp I

2 Primitive elements

2.0 Hopfalgebra structure on Mlg primitiveelements

Here I is an arbitrary field
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Lemma There are uniquealgebrahomomorphisms

0 Uog Ug061g w DW xoxo tox

S Ug Ug
PP SCAs x

2 Ug F yG so
for xeg They equip Ug w a Hopfalgebrastructure

Definition An element aeulogy isprimitive ifOla saxon tea

Example g consistsofprimitiveelements

Exercise if char Fp and a cVlog isprimitivethen so is a

2 2 Primitive elements in Ug sp

Thm Let char Fp Theonlyprimitiveelements in Vlogsp are ing

Rem ifcharF so thenthe claimholdsfortheentireVlog

Here's an important observationfortheproofofthetheorem

As was mentioned in Lecture 8.5 SectionP the subspaces
U g sd doo form an algebrafiltration Wehave a natural

algebra homomorphism Slop graley andby thePBWtheorem
it's an isomorphism
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Proof of Them Pick a degree isp i element a cVlog and let
é a Vlog sa egrVlog Slg a degree d homogeneouselement
in Slop Assumethecontrary agg Nextassume271
Pick e basis ti ie I in g andequip it with a totalorderThen
Ulog has a basis oforderedmonomials in Xi's

Consider O a e Ug 2kg7 It has theform exercise

0 a 981 too at Exit ait where standsforthe sum of
tensormonomials Tith the first factor of Legree j wv t Xi'swhere
25js d t Clearly if Ola axon tea then ai so ti

Exercise Show that atvlogad Ey Deduce 2 1
Theprimitiveelements inAlgis are in g

I
23 Completionofproof
Weset 9 12 ByExercise in Section 2.1 ay

PxDyr is
primitive Thx to Thm in Sec 2.2 we'll bedone if weshow

myPXPy
Pe Ulgsp But grUlg is commutative so

my
PxDyptuloglsp.pe in g r Ug ay xpyre Ulgsp

Thisfinally shows ay PxDyPek This istheLiepolynomial
we need
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